A new approach for acquiring knowledge of parallel applications regarding resource usage and for searching similarity on workload traces is presented. The main goal is to improve decision making in distributed system software scheduling, towards a better usage of system resources. Resource usage patterns are defined through runtime measurements and a self-organizing neural network architecture, yielding an useful model for classifying parallel applications. By means of an instance-based algorithm, it is produced another model which searches for similarity in workload traces aiming at making predictions about some attribute of a new submitted parallel application, such as run time or memory usage. These models allow effortless knowledge updating at the occurrence of new information. The paper describes these models as well as the results obtained applying these models to acquiring knowledge in both synthetic and real applications traces.
Introduction
Advances in hardware and software technology continuously improve performance of parallel systems based on heterogeneous distributed computing. This technological evolution allows heterogeneous systems, which are a group of diverse autonomous computers linked by distinct networks, to support a variety of workloads, including parallel, sequential and interactive jobs [1] . When used to support parallel applications (i.e. computational applications composed of a group of communicating tasks), distributed computers are treated as distributed processing elements (PEs) and compose a distributed memory MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) parallel architecture [2] .
One of the challenges in such systems is to develop scheduling algorithms that assigns the tasks of parallel applications to the heterogeneous machines. Many researchers have demonstrated that using parallel application knowledge may improve the scheduling decisions on multiprogrammed multiprocessor systems [3] [4] [5] [6] . Nevertheless, most of the work has assumed that such knowledge is available a priori and does not provide effective indications to obtain it. There are commonly three main sources to obtain knowledge: the description of applications requirements provided by the user (or programmer) who submits the parallel application to the system; historical traces of all applications executed in a specific system over a time period, and runtime measurements from parallel applications. Among these knowledge sources, historical traces and runtime measurements have demonstrated a great potential to provide information aiming at classifying parallel applications and obtaining knowledge [7] [8] .
This paper presents two models for knowledge acquisition in parallel applications aiming at improving software scheduling decisions. The first model aims for parallel applications classifying, regarding behavior on resource usage. This model is described in Section 2. The other model presented, described in Section 3, aiming at exploring similarity among applications on workload traces. Compared to previous work, these models have two novel aspects. First, they allow updating of acquired knowledge at the occurrence of new information. Second, they can be used to improve different scheduling policies, not aimed at particular scheduling strategies.
Local Knowledge Acquisition from Parallel Applications
The main goal of the model described in this section is the knowledge acquisition from the execution of tasks which compose parallel applications, classifying parallel applications regarding its behavior on resource utilization by classes such as CPU Bound, I/O Bound and Communication Intensive [9] . This model allows the utilization of knowledge acquired in previous runs of the applications and the knowledge updating in presence of new information.
The main idea of the model is the runtime measurements, aiming at identifying the resource usage phases during the parallel application execution. Collected observations are separated by intervals of time T o . A sample is created for each N o observations, characterizing an Euclidean vector with dimension d:
All samples make up a training set T :
The execution samples of the parallel application are grouped in clusters. An important aspect of the model is how to carry out the clustering of the vectors. This clustering can be carried out by statistical techniques, such as the k-means algorithm [10] . Although a good grouping is achieved with this approach, the algorithm needs all training set T before it starts to learn. Another disadvantage is a potentially high execution time and the need for previous definition of the number of clusters to be set. Since an on-line strategy is desired, it is adopted the utilization of self-organizing neural networks [11] as the solution. The ART 2A neural network is used in the knowledge acquisition model, because it allows clustering and classification of a pattern set composed of continuous values (the ART 1 version only accepts binary inputs). Clustering of ART neural networks is not supervised. Learning is incremental (plastic), so that knowledge obtained previously by the model is preserved and updated in the light of new information (stable). Furthermore, input patterns are processed individually rather than in a batch mode. This characteristic is essential to work online with a stream of data [12] .
The ART 2A system includes the main components of all ART neural networks, namely the attentional subsystem, which contains the input representation field F 1 , the category representation field F 2 , and the orienting subsystem, which interacts with the attentional subsystem to carry out the learning process.The two layers (or fields) are linked by both a bottom-up (F 1 → F 2 ) adaptive filter and a top-down (F 2 → F 1 ) adaptive filter. The path from the ith F 1 neuron to the jth neuron contains a long term memory (LTM), or adaptive weight, z ij . The path from the jth F 2 neuron to the ith F 1 neuron contains a weight z ji . These weights multiply paths signals between fields and are mainly responsible for knowledge storage. The F 2 contains a representation of the input.
The number of clusters, represented by the F 2 neurons, is controlled through the vigilance parameter ρ. Although values from 0 to 1 are allowed, only vigilance values between approximately 0.7 and 1 perform any useful role in controlling the number of clusters [13] . A large vigilance parameter make the ART 2A system to search for new classes in response to small differences between the input feature vector and the LTM traces learning to classify input patterns into a large number of finer categories. Having a small vigilance parameter allows for large differences and more input patterns are classified into the same category.
After ART 2A clustering, a label is assigned for each F 2 neuron. A significance matrix SM [14] , which is composed by a set of significance values SV ij , is employed in this step. The significance values are obtained directly from the ART 2A long term memory z: the number of columns in the SM is equal to the number of F 2 neurons (which represent the clusters obtained) and the number of rows is equal to feature vector dimension. The labeling algorithm is built upon the observation that the ART 2A weight vectors resemble as far as possible the corresponding input vector elements of all input elements that are mapped onto a particular cluster. A significance matrix SM = (SV ij )
7×4
, for instance, describes a matrix obtained from a neural network which created 4 clusters to represent a parallel application described by a data set with d = 7. The significance matrix allows to decide which attributes of the data are significant to characterize each cluster. Initially, the significance values of the attributes are normalized in percentage of the total sum of significance of a cluster. Then, these normalized values are ordering in decreasing order. As significant attributes for cluster description, the attributes in the ordered sequence are taken until the cumulative percentage equals or exceeds a given threshold value (the threshold value used is 51%). This algorithm is performed for all clusters and all attributes and gives for each cluster the set of significant attributes to be used in a meaningful cluster description.
Model Evaluation
The model was evaluated using an input feature vector with dimension d = 7 ( Table 1) . The input vector contains information related to a parallel program execution: CPU user time; memory usage; read and write file operations and send and receive network operations. Such information is obtained by instrumenting the Linux kernel (kernel version 2.4.5) and reading the /proc pseudo-file system.
The collected features compose the training set T . This set is introduced to ART 2 neural network as the input vector I. The vigilance parameter is set to ρ = 0.9 and others parameters are set according to [15] . These settings produced a good clustering of all training set considered.
Experimental Results
The model was tested on two parallel applications. The first one, namely A, is a synthetic application implemented using the master/slave computing model. The slave tasks contain four distinct phases: data receiving, CPU bound computing, I/O bound computing and data sending (to the master). The second one, namely B, is the PSTSWM (Parallel Spectral Transform Shallow Water Model) [16] . The PSTSWM is a message-passing benchmark code that solves the nonlinear shallow water equations on a rotating sphere using the spectral transform method. This application was developed to evaluate parallel algorithms for the spectral transform method as it is used in global atmospheric circulation models. The PSTSWM is a representative compact application code and currently is included in the ParkBench benchmark suite. All applications are implemented using the PVM message passing system [17] and executed in a Linux computing network (Ethernet 100 Mbits/s). The Table 2 shows the obtained results using the model on A. The model parameters were T o = 200ms and N o = 1. This parameterization gave a training set T with size (n) equal to 340 and produced a cluster set equals to 4. The time spent by the parallel application on each phase is given by the accumulate frequency in clusters and the significance matrix allows the cluster interpretation. Thus, it can be observed that the application A spent nearly 86% (cluster k = 2) of its execution time performing CPU Bound work. The I/O Bound phase is represented by cluster k = 3 and accounts for 11% of all application time.
The application A had its code modified (A') to observe the plasticity behavior of the model. This modification drastically cut down the CPU bound phase. Table 2 shows the results using the neural network previously trained with the original application (A). The model stability and plasticity were observed from the results: clusters previously created were preserved and the internal frequency on each cluster was updated. A change (increase) in relative frequency of cluster k = 3 occurred (nearly 74%), due to CPU bound computing reduction. Moreover, a good classification performance of the model was observed, which captures modifications in applications behavior regarding resource usage. The application B was executed with the default configuration provided by the ParkBench suite. This application is more resource consuming than the other previously considered (A). Model parameters were T o = 1000ms and N o = 1 and the results obtained are illustrated in Table 3 . The majority of application phases (about 56%) were classified as communication intensive (cluster k = 1). The other phases were classified as communication intensive (k = 2 and k = 4) and CPU-Bound (cluster k = 3). 
System load influence
The application A was executed in loaded PEs to observe model stability in presence of external load. This load was generated through a new computer program, called parasite, which is composed of a mix of CPU bound operations. These operations increase the CPU utilization on each PE to 100% in a short time interval. A larger granularity of sampling was also considered, with T o = 500ms. Tables 4 and 5 show the results using respectively 1 and 3 parasite programs. Changes in the external load as well as the larger sampling interval did not depreciate classification performance, when compared to obtained using dedicated PEs (Table 2) . 
Global Knowledge Acquisition
The local knowledge acquisition model presented in the previous section aiming at knowledge acquiring of a particular application resource usage. Scheduling algorithms often need to know some application attribute in advance of its execution (e.g. run time, memory usage and cpu time). A global knowledge acquisition model which searches for similar applications in a database of experiences and make predictions about some parallel application attribute can be used for this purpose. The workload traces can be treated as a database of previous experiences (experience base) about parallel applications execution and depending on the scheduling algorithm requirements, some attribute, like run time or memory usage, can be considered as the attribute to be predicted. Thus, the knowledge acquisition approach must search for similarity among applications recorded in an experience base and, by some approximation, compute an estimate of some attribute value. Again, the model must allow knowledge updating aiming at adapting to workload changes. The global knowledge acquisition model described in this section is constructed using instance-based learning. Instance-based learning (IBL) is an approach which find similar instances in an experience base aiming at approximating real-valued or discrete-valued target functions [18] [19] . Learning consists of simply storing the presented training data, which are composed of instances and each instance is composed of a set of input and output attributes. Input attributes describe the conditions under which an experience was observed and output attributes describe what happened under those conditions. IBL algorithms compute the similarity between a new query instance and the experience base instances, returning a set of related instances as output. Only the relevant instances are used to classify the query instance. These algorithms can construct a different approximation to the target function for each distinct query instance that must be classified. This has significant advantages when the target function is very complex, but can be described by collection of less complex local approximations.
A common IBL algorithm is the k-Nearest Neighbor Learning. This method assume that all instances in experience base correspond to points in the n-dimensional space n and a distance function is used to choose the relevant points, close to a query point. The query point nearest neighbors are defined in terms of the standard Euclidean distance.
To approximate a real-valued function f : n → , weighting the contribution of each K relevant neighbors according to their distance to the query point x q , the following equation can be used:f
The weight function w i should approach a constant value as the distance goes to 0 and should approach 0 as the distance goes to infinity. Locally weighted regression (LWR) is the method used to weight each relevant instance. This method constructs an approximation to f over a local region surrounding x q , by some function. Although any function can be used, a Gaussian function, centered at the point x q , with some variance σ 2 u , is a common choice:
where d 2 (x q , x) is the Euclidean distance between x q and x. The LWR has the advantage of searching for similar parallel applications working with real-valued attributes (such as number of processing elements used, memory used and cpu time) and discrete-valued attributes (such as user id or group id who submits the application and scheduling queue number).
Model Evaluation
The IBL algorithm using locally weighted regression was implemented in C++ classes and the experience base was implemented through MySQL server tables. Each instance in experience base corresponds to a submitted parallel application and has the same attributes defined in the Feiltelson's workload format 3 . Each experience base record has an additional field responsible for temporally storing its distance to query point. The MySQL data indexing mechanism are used to access the experience database faster. All experience base instances are read during the distance computing phase, and the K neighbors of x q are quickly retrieved using MySQL indices.
The output attribute considered is the parallel application run time, although any attribute can be used as output in our IBL algorithm implementation. Many authors have demonstrated that parallel applications run time knowledge can be very useful to space-sharing scheduling algorithms [20] [3] . Parallel application traces recorded in two computing centers, namely SDSC (San Diego SuperComputer Center) and CTC (Cornell Theory Center), are used to evaluate the IBL model. Only the CTC workload is heterogeneous in the sense that not all 512 PEs are identical, but have distinct amounts of memory. Applications either not complete or with missing attributes are ignored. Details of each workload used, including the system platform, time period, total number of requests and number of ignored applications, are presented in Table 6 . Although any feature about parallel application execution can be used as input attribute, the evaluation was restricted to features recorded in workload traces. The most relevant input attributes, selected according to [8] , are listed in Table 7 (user id and group id attributes were not recorded into SDSC95 and SDSC96, and queue number and user id attributes were not recorded into CTC). In the experiments, each workload trace was organized through a number of disjoint sets. Each of these sets were partitioned considering 2/3 as experience base and 1/3 for testing, and a partial mean prediction error was computed for each set. This validation strategy is called holdout. This strategy was chosen aiming at preserving the data locality in the workloads. The final prediction error for each workload is the mean of these partial errors. Details of each experiment, including the number of applications in experience base, number of applications in test set and the number of disjointed sets (samples) are listed in Table 8 . The main IBL algorithm parameters are the neighborhood size K, which defines the number of relevant instances used for computing the estimate, and the σ , the values were 0.125, 0.250, 0.500, 1.000 and 2.000. The combination of these values forms 20 distinct parameters groups. The prediction mean errors of these groups were evaluated using AN OV A and compared using the Tukey's extended test at a 95% confidence interval [21] . 
Experimental Results
Our IBL approach achieves mean prediction errors that are between 50 and 58 percent of mean application run times (Table 8) . For all workload traces, the best K value founded was 5 and there was not statistical difference among the prediction errors obtained by the experimented σ values. Nevertheless, it was observed a tendency for more higher prediction errors as the σ 2 value increases. The Table 9 shows the best IBL model prediction error obtained compared to five previous approaches (the mean absolute error is used in order to compare the results with previous published work). Downey [22] categorizes the applications in a workload using the queue number attribute by cumulative distribution functions to predict application run times. He defines two different techniques to produce predictions of run times. The first one uses the median application lifetime and the second one uses the conditional average lifetime. Gibbons [7] uses fixed templates and Smith [8] uses 
Conclusions
This paper presented two models for acquiring knowledge in parallel applications. The aim of these models is to improve scheduling decisions, supporting the scheduler with knowledge about the resource usage patterns of parallel applications. The models can be used in scheduling policies which require on-line and off-line knowledge acquisition in their decisions. Moreover, these models can be used to define workload models, aiming at improving parallel networks and file systems, and to construct other performance models, such as a runtime prediction framework. Through the experiments, the local knowledge acquisition model presented a good classification performance among all parallel applications considered. Another aspect observed is the robustness of this model at the different computational loads and processing elements configurations [9] .
The global knowledge acquisition model presented a great potential to define similarity among parallel applications, weighting the more relevant instances in an experience base to generate an output attribute estimate. Through the experiments, the IBL approach achieved a good prediction performance when compared to both static and adaptive templates prediction approaches. Although the IBL algorithm was not used in workloads originated from highly heterogeneous systems, it can be observed a great potential to be explored, through distinct distance functions which can be used to represent the computing power difference among distinct processing elements. Another possibility is the utilization of different output attributes such as memory usage or CPU usage, depending on scheduling algorithm requirements. There is work in progress aiming at supporting theses models to scheduling software, as well as making suitable the IBL algorithm to highly heterogeneous systems.
